Predictive State Representations (PSRs) are powerful techniques for modelling dynamical systems, which represent a state as a vector of predictions about future observable events (tests). In PSRs, one of the fundamental problems is the learning of the PSR model of the underlying system. Recently, spectral methods have been successfully used to address this issue by treating the learning problem as the task of computing an singular value decomposition (SVD) over a submatrix of a special type of matrix called the Hankel matrix. Under the assumptions that the rows and columns of the submatrix of the Hankel Matrix are sufficient (which usually means a very large number of rows and columns, and almost fails in practice) and the entries of the matrix can be estimated accurately, it has been proven that the spectral approach for learning PSRs is statistically consistent and the learned parameters can converge to the true parameters. However, in practice, due to the limit of the computation ability, only a finite set of rows or columns can be chosen to be used for the spectral learning. While different sets of columns usually lead to variant accuracy of the learned model, in this paper, we propose an approach for selecting the set of columns, namely basis selection, by adopting a concept of model entropy to measure the accuracy of the learned model. Experimental results are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Modelling dynamical systems is a common problem in science and engineer, and there are many applications related to such a modelling, e.g. robot navigation, natural language processing, speech recognition, etc. Hamilton et al. (2013) . Many approaches have been devoted to modelling systems, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for uncontrolled dynamical systems and Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) for controlled systems. However, such latent-state approaches usually suffer from local minima and require some assumptions Singh and James (2004) . Predictive State Representations (PSRs) offer an effective approach for modelling partially dynamical systems Littman et al. (2001) . Unlike the latent-state approaches, PSRs use a vector of predictions about future events, called tests, to represent the state. The tests can be executed on the systems and are fully observable. Compared to the latent-state approaches, PSRs have shown many advantages, such as the possibility of obtaining a global optimal model, more expressive power and less required prior domain knowledge, etc. Liu et al. (2015) .
There are two main problems in PSRs. One is the learning of the PSR model; the other is the application of the learned model, including predicting and planning Rosencrantz et al. (2004) ; Liu et al. (2014) . The state-of-the-art technique for addressing the learning problem is the spectral approach Boots et al. (2011) . Spectral methods treat the learning problem as the task of computing a singular value decomposition (SVD) over a submatrix H s of a special type of matrix called the Hankel matrix Hsu et al. (2009) . Under the strong assumptions that the rows H and columns T of H s are sufficient and the entries of the matrix can be estimated accurately, it has been proven that the spectral approach for learning PSRs is statistically consistent and the learned parameters can converge to the true parameters Boots et al. (2011) . However, for the sufficient assumption, it usually means a very large number of rows or columns of the H s matrix, which almost fails in practice Kulesza et al. (2015) . At the same time, the computation complexity of the SVD operation on H s is O(|T | 2 |H|) (|T | and |H| is the number of the columns and rows in the matrix respectively), for large set of T and H, such an operation is also prohibitively expensive. Also, for the spectral approach, to obtain the model parameter, one should estimate and manipulate two observable matrices P T,H , P H , and |A| × |O| observable matrices P T,ao,H Liu et al. (2016) . Although Denis et al. Denis et al. (2014) showed that the concentration of the empirical P T,H around its mean does not highly depend on its dimension, which gives a hope for alleviating the statistical problem when using large set of T and H as the accuracy of the learned model is directly connected to the concentration, manipulating these matrices is still too expensive to afford in large systems.
Thus, in practice, taking the computational constraints into account, it is needed to find only a finite set of columns of the Hankel matrix before the spectral methods can be applied. While different sets of columns usually lead to variant accuracy of the learned model, in this paper, we first introduce a concept of model entropy and show the high relevance between the entropy and the accuracy of the learned model, then for the columns selection problem, we call it basis selection in spectral learning of PSRs, an approach is proposed by using the model entropy as the guidance. We finally show the effectiveness of the proposed approach by executing experiments on PocMan, which is one benchmark domain in the literature.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. We briefly review the background and define notations in Section 2. We propose the approaches for basis selection in Section 3. We provide comparative results in Section 4 . Finally we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Predictive state representations (PSRs) represent state by using a vector of predictions of fully observable quantities (tests) conditioned on past events (histories), denoted b(·). For discrete systems with finite set of observations O = {o 1 , o 2 , · · · , o |O| } and actions A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a |A| }, at time τ , a test is a sequence of action-observation pairs that starts from time τ + 1. Similarly, a history at τ is a sequence of action-observation pairs that starts from the beginning of time and ends at time τ , which is used to describe the full sequence of past events. The prediction of a length-m test t at history h is defined as Singh and James (2004) . The underlying dynamical system can be described by a special bi-infinite matrix, called the Hankel matrix Balle et al. (2014) , where the rows and columns correspond to all the possible tests T and histories H respectively, the entries of the matrix are defined as P t,h = p(ht) for any t ∈ T and h ∈ H, where ht is the concatenation of h and t Boots et al. (2011) . The rank of the Hankel matrix is called the linear dimension of the system. When the rank is finite, we assume it is k, in PSRs, the state of the system at history h can be represented as a prediction vector of k tests conditioned at h. The k tests used as the state representation is called the minimal core tests that the predictions of these tests contain sufficient information to calculate the predictions for all tests, and is a sufficient statistic Singh and James (2004); Liu et al. (2015) . For linear dynamical systems, the minimal core tests can be the set of tests that corresponds to the k linearly independent columns of the Hankel matrix Liu et al. (2015) .
A PSR of rank k can be parameterized by a reference condition state vector b * = b( ) ∈ R k , an update matrix B ao ∈ R k×k for each a ∈ A and o ∈ O, and a normalization vector b ∞ ∈ R k , where is the empty history and b T ∞ B ao = 1 T Hsu et al. (2009); Boots et al. (2011) . In the spectral approach, these parameters can be defined in terms of the matrices P H , P T ,H , P T ,ao,H and an additional matrix U ∈ R T ×d as shown in Eq. 1, where T and H are the set of all possible tests and histories respectively, U is the left singular vectors of the matrix P T ,H , T is the transpose and † is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix Boots et al. (2011) .
Using these parameters, after taking action a and seeing observation o at history h, the PSR state at next time step b(hao) is updated from b(h) as follows Boots et al. (2011) :
Also, the probability of observing the sequence a 1 o 1 a 2 o 2 · · · a n o n in the next n time steps can be predicted by Kulesza et al. (2015) :
Under the assumption that the columns and rows of the submatrix H s of the Hankel matrix are sufficient, when more and more data are included, the law of large numbers guarantees that the estimatesP H ,P T ,H , andP T ,ao,H converge to the true matrices P H , P T ,H , and P T ,ao,H , the estimatesb * ,b ∞ , andB ao converge to the true parameters b * , b ∞ , and B ao for each a ∈ A and o ∈ O, that the learning is consistent Boots et al. (2011) .
Basis Selection via Model Entropy
As the assumption that the columns and rows of the submatrix H s are sufficient is really strong (usually means a very large set of columns and histories of the matrix), which almost fails in reality. At the same time, due to the computation and statistics constraints, we can only manipulate a limited finite set of tests/histories. As different sets of columns (tests) or rows (histories) usually cause different model accuracy, which requires us to select the finite set of tests and rows (histories) of the matrix for applying the spectral approach. In practice, as all possible training data is used to generate the histories, how to select the tests, i.e., the basis selection, is the crucial problem. In this section, we first introduce the concept of model entropy, then show the high relevance between the entropy and the model accuracy, finally we propose a simple search method for selecting the bases. Model Entropy. Given a set of tests X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x i }, if it includes the set of core tests and the number of possible p(X|·) is finite, Proposition 1 holds Liu et al. (2016) .
Proposition 1
The Markov decision process (MDP) model built by using p(X|·) as state representation and the action-observation pair ao as action is deterministic.
In practice, it is difficult for X to include the set of core tests. At any time step, the prediction vector p(X|·) may actually correspond to several PSR states. In such cases, the transition from p(X|h) to p(X|hao) usually becomes stochastic and the less information is included in X, the more stochastic the transition will usually be. Inspired by the concept of Shannon entropy that measures information uncertainty Shannon, to quantify the stochasticity, a concept of model entropy for each set of tests X is defined in Eq. 4 Liu et al. (2016) .
where T is the state-transition function of the MDP using p(X|·) as state representation and ao as action, A P P = A×O the set of action-observation pairs in the original system, r(T a ) and c(T a ) the number of rows and columns of the state-transition matrix T a respectively. Relevance between Model Entropy and Basis Selection. When selecting the set of tests for applying spectral methods, the tests containing more information should be selected as the more information included in the set of tests, the higher accuracy the learned PSR model will usually be. According to Eq. 4, the less information is included in the set of tests X, the more stochastic the state transition will be, and the higher the model entropy is. So for the basis selection problem, the set of tests with lowest model entropy should be selected. Basis Selection via Model Entropy. Using the model entropy as the guidance, we propose a simple local search algorithm for searching the set of tests used for spectral learning of PSRs, which is shown in Algorithm 1. Starting with a default T of the desired size, we iteratively sample a set of new tests and consider using it to replace the tests in T . If the replacement is a reduction in terms of the entropy value, then we keep it. After a fixed number of rounds, we stop and return the current T . In the algorithm, the entropy E(T ) for each candidate set of tests T is calculated as follows (We name this procedure as EntropyLearn(D, T )): We first generate an original randomly action-observation sequences D as the training data for calculating the entropy. Then the data is translated into the form of action-observation -p(T |·) sequences. For example, a sequence
where p(T |·) can be estimated using the training data. Due to the sampling error, it is unlikely that any of these estimated p(T |·) will be exactly the same, even if the true underlying p(T |·) are identical. Statistical tests or linearly independent techniques can be used to estimate the number of distinct underlying p(T |·) and cluster the estimated p(T |·) corresponding to the same true prediction vector into one group(state) Talvitie and Singh for j = 1 to iterN um do
5:
Sample a set of n tests T s ∈ T ∼ p T
6:
T ← a set of n test in T 7:
if EV − EV T > E th then 9:
EV := EV T 10: Liu et al. (2014) . Subsequently, we compute the state-transition functions in the transformed data and build the MDP model. Finally, the entropy E(T ) of a set of tests T can be calculated according to Eq. 4.
Experimental Results
We evaluated the proposed technique on PocMan Silver and Veness (2010); Hamilton et al. (2014) , a partially observable version of the video game PacMan. The environment is extremely large that has 4 actions, 1024 observations and an extremely large number of states (up to 10 56 ).
Experimental Setting
Evaluated Methods. We compared our approach (Entropy-based) with the bound-based approach Kulesza et al. (2015) , which is the most related technique with our method that both the approaches address the same basis selection problem. The two approaches both first select a set of tests, then spectral method is applied by using these tests. Also, iterative approaches are used in both approaches for selecting the sets of tests. The main difference between our approach and the work of Kulesza et al. (2015) is the guidance used for selecting the set of tests. While our approach uses the model entropy as the guidance, the key idea in Kulesza et al. (2015) is that as in the limiting-case, the singular values of the learned transformed predictive state representations (TPSR) parameters are bounded, then under an assumption that the smaller the singular values of the learned parameters are, the more accuracy the learned PSR model will be, they just select the tests that can cause smaller singular values of the learned PSR parameters. However, no any formal guarantees are provided for such an approach.
A uniformly random generated sequence with length 200, 000 was used as the training sequence for both approaches. And to calculate the entropy of a candidate set of tests T c , a randomly generated 5,000-length action-observation sequence d was used. For each test t ∈ T c , p(t|·) was estimated by executing act(t) 100 times, where act(t) is the action sequence in test t. The entropy thresholds for our approaches are 0.06, 0.04, and 0.02 for different number of tests as the entropy value usually decreases with the increase of the number of tests (For number of tests 100 and 150, the threshold used is 0.06; for number of tests 200 and 250, the threshold is 0.04; and for number of tests 300, the threshold is 0.02). The number of rounds for both approaches is 10. In each round, we iteratively sample a set of new tests of size 20 and use it to replace 20 tests in T , the iterative number in each round is also 10. After a fixed number of rounds, we stop and return the current T . Performance Measurements. We evaluated the learned models in terms of prediction accuracy, which is measured by the difference between the true predictions and the predictions given by the learned model over a test data sequence (for PocMan, we cannot obtain the true predictions, Monte-Carlo rollout predictions were used Hamilton et al. (2014) ).
Two error functions were used in the measurement. One is the average one-step prediction error per time step on the test sequence as shown in Eq. 5:
p(·) is the probability calculated from the true POMDP model or the Monte-Carlo rollout prediction andp(·) the probability obtained from the learned model. | · | refers to the absolute value. L is the length of the test sequence used in the experiments. For the average four-step prediction error, the same equation with predicting four steps ahead p(o t+1 o t+2 o t+3 o t+4 |h t a t+1 a t+2 a t+3 a t+4 ) was used.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, for each algorithm, we report the performance results as the mean error over 10 trials. For each trial, a uniform randomly generated test sequence with length L = 20, 000 was used for testing the accuracy of the learned model. Two kinds of experiments were conducted. The first experiment is to evaluate the prediction performance by fixing the number of tests as 100, and ran Algorithm 1 10 rounds. For each round, we reported the average one and four prediction errors for both approaches, the results are shown in Fig. 1 . The number at each point in Fig. 1 is the average entropy (for our approach) or the average largest singular values (for the bound-based approach) in the corresponding round, which also shows that for the entropy-based approach, a higher entropy value results in a lower prediction accuracy while there are no relevance between the singular values and the prediction accuracy. The second experiment is to evaluate the prediction performance by varying the number of tests. For each number of tests, both approaches were ran 10 rounds, and the final results for both one and four-step errors after 10 rounds were reported in Fig. 2 . For this experiment, we also reported the initial results (Initial) without the replacement of the tests.
As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, both for the one-step and four-step predictions, and both for the two kinds of experiments, in all the cases, our algorithm performs very Figure 2: (a) One-step; (b) four-step prediction error of different number of tests well and outperforms the bound-based approaches. Considering the error reported is only the prediction error for one time step, the improvement on prediction accuracy on a long sequence is remarkable. Meanwhile, for the first kind of experiment, as the number of rounds increases, our algorithm reduces its prediction error while the bound-based approaches with increasing rounds do not improve their performances and are very unstable. What also can be seen from the experimental results is that with the increase of the number of tests, for all the approaches, the prediction accuracy of the obtained PSR model also increases, which demonstrates the importance of including more tests in the learning of the models.
Conclusion
How to choose the bases is a very important problem in spectral learning of PSRs. However, until now, there are very little work that can address this issue successfully. In this paper, by introducing the model entropy for measuring the model accuracy and showing the close relevance between the entropy and model accuracy, we propose an entropy-based basis selection strategy for spectral learning of PSRs. Several experiments were conducted on the PocMan environment, and the results show that compared to the state-of-the-art boundbased approach, our technique is more stable and achieved much better performance.
